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Name _____________________________________ Date ___________________Name _____________________________________ Date ___________________

embarked energy program produced

imminent percent permanent permitted

Prefixes pro-, em-, en-, per-, im-

Write the spelling word that correctly completes each sentence.

1. Our family ________________ on a long car trip.

2. Be careful when using ___________ markers because they can’t be washed out.

3. If the item has a red sticker, take ten ____________ off the regular price.

4. Look in the ____________ to see the names of the actors in the show.

5. I try to conserve ___________ by turning out the lights when I leave a room.

6. After cleaning my room, I was ___________ to go play with Sal.

7. The illness posed an ___________ threat.

8. I have a coupon for twenty ___________ off my total purchase.
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Name _____________________________________ Date ___________________Name _____________________________________ Date ___________________

embarked energy program produced

imminent percent permanent permitted

Prefixes pro-, em-, en-, per-, im-

Write the spelling words for the given prefix.

Spelling words that begin with pro-

Spelling word that begins with em- Spelling word that begins with en-

Spelling words that begin with per-

1. ________________________________

6. ________________________________

3. ________________________________

5. ________________________________

2. ________________________________

7. ________________________________

4. ________________________________

Spelling word that begins with im-

8. ________________________________

Circle the incorrect word in each sentence. On the line, write the spelling word 

that makes the sentence correct.

 9. Sam did not have enough enemy to finish the marathon. _____________

 10.  We saw dark clouds rapidly approaching and knew a storm was immigrant.  

_____________

11. My sister always gets a hundred present on her spelling tests. _____________

 12. Jorge embossed on a hiking trip during spring break. _____________




